
H.R. 1295 Would Roll Back 
New Mexico Laws Protecting Homeowners

The Ney-Kanjorski bill (H.R. 1295) would usurp the State’s ability to protect its homeowners.  New
Mexico’s strong anti-predatory lending law would be gutted by this proposed federal legislation.  Further,
the sweeping preemption in the Ney-Kanjorski bill would install a weak federal standard, eliminate other
mortgage protections under New Mexico law and tie the hands of the state from acting in the future to
protect its residents from lending abuses.

H.R. 1295 Would Reduce the Number of New Mexicans Protected Under Current
Law.   While H.R. 1295 purports to have the same 5% points and fees threshold to trigger high cost
loan protections, H.R. 1295’s loopholes exclude coverage of many home loans that the New Mexico
law currently protects.  In contrast to New Mexico law, H.R 1295 excludes fees such as single
premium credit insurance, yield spread premiums (broker kickback fees) and prepayment penalties
from its calculation of which points and fees count towards the 5% threshold.  Since fewer loans
would be considered high-cost, many homeowners would not receive the protections that they have
under New Mexico law.

H.R. 1295 Would Allow Lenders to Finance More Fees into a High-Cost Loan. H.R.
1295 would allow lenders to finance up to 5% of fees on high-cost loans, encouraging excessive fees
and loan flipping.  This is a much weaker standard than New Mexico’s 2% cap and tacitly
encourages deceptive loans that strip equity from homeowners.

H.R. 1295 Would Curtail New Mexico’s Protections Against Abusive Prepayment
Penalties.  New Mexico state law prohibits prepayment penalties on all mortgages.   H.R. 1295
rolls back that protection by allowing prepayment penalties as large as six months interest for the
first three years of the loan (while simultaneously permitting much higher fees on the same loans), a
fee that can amount to 4-5% of the loan amount.  Recent studies link onerous prepayment penalties
on subprime loans with an increased risk of foreclosure.  H.R. 1295 would place New Mexico’s
homeowners at a greater risk to lose their homes.

H.R. 1295 Would Leave Homeowners Vulnerable to Abusive “Flipping” Practices.
New Mexico’s Home Loan Protection Act prohibits flipping practices on all home loans, addressing
equity-stripping below high-cost thresholds by prohibiting the "flipping" of a home loan without any
reasonable tangible net benefit to the borrower.  H.R. 1295 rolls back that protection, applying a
weaker test to high cost loans, removing the protection if the refinancing is two years after the
original loan, and allowing safe harbors so broad as to render the “protections” virtually ineffective.

H.R. 1295 Would Roll Back New Mexico’s Remedies and Protections.  New Mexico law
contains balanced and effective assignee liability provisions that encourage due diligence by the
secondary market.  The Ney-Kanjorski bill would dismantle New Mexico citizen’s rights to defend
their home in foreclosure if their loan had been sold and severely limit citizens’ remedies when they
had received abusive loans. 
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“Two years ago, New Mexico passed the Home Loan Protection Act (HLPA) in response to an alarming rise in
abusive mortgage lending practices and home foreclosures. Too many families were losing home equity because
dishonest lenders realized they could essentially steal home equity by rolling points and fees into mortgage loans,
and they could do so repeatedly through abusive refinances. Since implementing the HLPA, these types of
practices have declined significantly in our state. Affordable mortgage credit is widely available in New
Mexico… In the battle against predatory lending, we in the states are on the front lines.”

– New Mexico Attorney General Patricia Madrid, April 19, 2005


